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13 The Return of the Repressed: Saussure and Swift on Language and History 
Tony Crowley 
Departures in linguistics are nothing new of course. Ideas come and go, "facts" appear and disappear along with the theories which first brought them to light, trends shift and alter. The language used to describe the history of the field, a field which once constituted a new departure in its own right, is replete with the language of innovation: "breakthrough," "advance," "progress," and even "revolution" are familiar enough epithets. In the face of all this novelty then the ques-tion must be, how to do something new? The answer which is pro-posed here might appear somewhat odd for the intention is to make a new departure by going back rather than advancing. The return will be to the work of Saussure and the aim will be to take one of his claims and to re-read it. By doing so it is hoped not only to offer an alter-native view of Saussure' s work and its influence, but also to obtain an important insight which will open up new possibilities in linguistic study .1 To that end the second half of the paper will be dedicated to an application of this insight in an examination of Swift's Proposal for Correcting, Improving and Ascertaining the English Tongue (1712), which treats of the politics and processes of the standardisation of the English language. 
We can begin by considering these declarations by Saussure on the topic of what he calls "important matters" which "demand attention when one approaches the study of language." First, he claims, 
' The work of Saussure in relation to language and history, and the difference betweeen his approach and that of Bakhtin, is also examined in my article "That Obscll!e 
Object of Desire: A Science of Language," in J .E. Joseph and T.J. Taylor (eds.) Ideologzes of lAnguage, London: Routledge, 1990. 
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e all the respects in which linguistics links up with ethnology. 
there are all the relations which may exist between the history of a race 
There ·~ation. The two histories intermingle and are related one to 
or athct A nation's way of life has an effect upon its language. At the 
ano er... h' h h · 
same time it is in great part the language w IC makes t e nation. 
A second important consideration is articulated when he argues that 
ntion must be made of the relations between languages and political ~:tory. Major historical events. such ~s the Roman Conq~es~ are of~­
calculable linguistic importance m all kinds of ways. Colorusation, which 
is simply one form of conquest, tran~ports a language into new .en-
vironments, and this brings changes m the language. A great variety 
of examples could be cite~ in th~s. connexi?n. Norway, for instance, 
adopted Danish on beco~mg politically uru~ed. to I?e~ark, although 
today Norwegians are trymg ~o shake off t~Is lmguishc influen~e . The 
internal politics of a country IS of no less llllportance for the life of a 
language ... 
And a third matter: 
A language has connexions with institutions of every sort: church, school, 
etc. These institutions in turn are intimately bound up with the literary 
development of a language. This is a phenomenon of general impor-
tance, since it is inseparable from political history. A literary language 
is by no means confined to the limits apparently imposed upon it by 
literature. One has only to think of the influence of salons, of the court, 
and of academies. In tonnexion with a literary langua~e, there arises 
the important question of conflict with local dialects ... 
It may be surprising for some readers, particularly those familiar with 
the more popular accounts of the history of modern linguistic ideas, 
to discover that these are the words of Sa us sure since it is almost one 
of the axiomatic reflexes of such accounts to stress his anti-historical 
stance. Moreover, it may be even more of a revelation to find that these 
words are not tucked away in some obscure manuscripts but in fact 
appear in chapter five of the "Introduction" to the Course in General 
Linguistics. 
Of course readers conversant with the Course will know that 
Saussure mentions these factors precisely in order to relegate them 
to the realm of ''external linguistics'' rather than to include them within 
the scientific gaze of his theoretical study ("internal linguistics") . It 
~F~dinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, trans. R. Harris, London: 
. u worth, 1983, pp. 21-22. There is also a fourth point mentioned by Saussure which 
15 ~nceme.d with " everything which relates to the geographical extension of languages 
an to therr fragmentation into dialects ... " 
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is just this sort of distinction which has led to the c1 · h--
rejected history and it is to this claim that we sh:n t at Saussure 
H · · h return shortly owever, It IS wort noting for the moment that the fo d · 
L. . . . un er of General 
mgUishcs VIewed the topics outlined above as not onl · . . 
f I. · b · · Y Significant or mgUists, ut rmportant m a more general sense Fo s 
· h b · r aussure this IS t e case ecause, he asserts, "in practice the study f 1 . 
. d o anguage Is 
m some egree or other the concern of everyone." He also makes t 
forceful contention that he 
~n the lives of individuals and societies, language is a factor of greater 
rmporta_nce than any other. For t~e ~tudy of language to remain solely 
the busmess of a handful of specialists would be a quite unaccept bl 
state of affairs . 3 a e 
Arguing against the prevailing trend in linguistic thought in the twen-
tieth century, and indeed the trend which his own work at least in 
part engendered, Saussure argues that the study of language should 
not be a sealed and impenetrable field for specialists alone but a 
discipline whose significance is general precisely because its object is 
of singular importance in social life . Already in such declarations we 
can find a clear recognition that Saussure is aware of the importance 
of language in history; that is, he recognises the relevance of thinking 
about language not only in relation to " political history" but also with 
regard to the importance of the study of language for its users in the 
historical present. 
It is a commonplace that Saussure regarded history as at best an 
irrelevance in the study of language and one for which there is evidence 
in the Course: 
The first thing which strikes one on studying linguistic facts is that the 
language user is unaware of their succession in time: he is _dealing with 
a state. Hence the linguist who wishes to understand this state must 
rule out of consideration everything which brought that state about, and 
pay no attention to diachrony. Only by suppress~g the pas_t can he_enter 
into the state of mind of the language user. The rntervention of htstory 
can only distort his judgment.4 
It is disputable whether the language user is so totally unaware of the 
succession in time of linguistic facts, or of the fact that languages have 
histories . Indeed it may be claimed that on occasion, the knowledge 
3 Ibid ., p. 7. 
' Ibid. , p . 81. 
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1 diachronic 
facts, or of the facts belonging to the realm of external 
~ · tics, may be more important than knowledge of the synchronic 
tinfe:.. Yet at this point it is necessary to be clear about the assertion 
sy~ich Saussure is making since it is central. What he argues here is 
~e cardinal point that General Linguistics concerns itself only with 
the system of language which exists at a particular abstract mo
ment 
(the duration of which is determined not by time but by the require-
ment that any changes within the system be minimal and not si
gnifi-
cant). That is, it attempts to describe the state of a language from the 
language-user's point of view, in the form of a system in the p
resent, 
the nature of which is, by definition, static. Despite this, it is clea
r from 
the Course that Saussure is not arguing against work on the relati
ons 
between language and history per se. Rather, he is arguing again
st the 
confusion of the synchronic and diachronic viewpoints . That 
which 
is constantly affirmed is the need to keep these viewpoints se
parate 
and, in the interests of scientificity, to render a hierarchical ord
ering 
in which the synchronic takes precedence over the diachronic
. The 
question to be addressed is why Saussure deems this necessary
 to his 
project and, more importantly, why this is taken to be a rejection of 
history. 
Before embarking upon an attempt to answer this question
 it is 
necessary to clarify one point. That is that Saussure did not 
evince 
a lack of interest in diachronic linguistics . Not only was his tr
aining 
and only self-penned publication in this field, he also devoted
 by far 
the longest section of the Course to the problems of diachronic stu
dy.5 
However, be that as it may, it is certainly clear that in the theo
retical 
model, synchrony is privileged over diachrony. The reason f
or this 
hierarchy is quite simply that diachronic facts are not system
atic in 
the same way that synchronic facts appear to be . "Diach
ronic 
linguistics," Saussure claims, "can accumulate detail after 
detail, 
without ever being forced to conform to the constraints of a sy
stem.'' 
The diachronic evolution of language does not offer a closed, 
logical 
order of relations but a series of "facts" which can be interpr
eted in 
a number of different ways. The synchronic system of "facts,"
 on the 
other hand, "admits no order other than its own. "
6 Briefly put, the 
' The In.trod~ction to the Course takes up 38 pages; the Appendix on "The Principles 
of Phrsi~log~cal Phonetics" 26; " Part One, General Principles" 34; " Part Two, Syn-~oru.c ~mguistics" 40; "Part Three, Diachronic Linguistics" 50; "Part Four, Geographical ~~!Sties 22':; "Part Five, Questions of Retrospective Linguistics, Conclusion" 19. 
111se, op. at., p. 23. 
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problem with diachronic linguistics is that it deal . h~ 
" 1 s Wit Ulllts hi rep ace one another without themselves constit tin w ch 
The privileging of the synchronic view then stem~ fr g a ~stem.~ ' 
ment f?r systematicity in language study, and this in tu':~~~:eqlllre­
the dnve towards scientificity. In contradistinction to th esfrom 
of diachronic units which need to have an order and eguie ~equences d . r antyimp e upon them, the relations of synchronic units already e · t d os-1 · d ' b XlS an mere y awrut Iscovery y the scientist of language. Yet eve · .-d . t ' t' d . lid' . n giVen thiS IS me Ion-an Its va Ity m the context of the more lf fl . d . se -re eXIve evelopments m the modern science.s is open to question-it is still 
not the case that Saussure can be Said to have rejected hist F h t h h d . h . . f . ory. or w a e as argue . IS t e reJeCtiOn o the pnvileging of the diachronic 
over the synchromc, on the basis that systematicity demands _ 
chronicity. This cannot in any meaningful sense be described as:~­
jection of history since the diachronic perspective for Saussure me~s 
simply the "evolution" or succession of units through time. And it 
is a reductive and poor view of history (and a view, moreover, which 
cannot be ascribed to Saussure) which sees it simply in terms of events 
succeeding each other in what Benjamin called "homogenous, empty 
time." To summarise then, Saussure argues against the diachronic 
point of view in language study; he does not rule out the importance 
of the relations between language and history, nor does he dismiss 
the significance of the study of such links . It can be argued reasonably 
that the Course permits this confusion to take place by dint of its lack 
of distinction between time and history; but that for ·present purposes 
is a distinct point. 
It is important to establish this point in that it returns us to 
Saussure' s assertions cited above. For what is evident in those extracts 
is that Saussure does not conflate external linguistics with diachronic 
linguistics, nor internal linguistics with synchronic study. And this is 
crucial. The set of distinctions, external/internal-diachronic/syn-
chronic are not to be seen as two sets of terms in correspondence (in 
which :xternal and diachronic are paired as inadmissable and intem~­
synchronic paired as the allowed terms), but as ~ series of terms m 
which each has its own significance. For although m the ov~r~ mod:! 
it is the synchronic and internal perspectives which are pnvileged, II 
does not therefore follow that the diachronic and external are relegated 
m. the same way for the same reasons, and with the same stress. Tfof 
' 
· · ti t get o put it simply, in order for the science of General Lm~s cs 0 tem 
the ground in the first place both the stress on the mtemal sys 
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d the synchronic viewpoint have to be given precedence. B
ut it is 
an necessary consequence of this methodological step that
 we are 
not ansider external linguistics and diachronic study to deal w
ith the 
:~material, to be united in perspective, nor indeed in any impor-
tant way to be related . 
In fact Saussure makes it clear that the areas of external ling
uistics 
and the diachronic study of language deal with very distinct 
material 
and that they must not be confused. We have seen above 
how he 
specified the " important matters" with which external linguis
tics con-
cerns itself. We can now remind ourselves of the defin
ition of 
diachronic study: 
Diachronic linguistics studies the relations which hold not between
 the 
coexisting terms of a linguistic state, but between successive t
erms 
substituted one for another over a period of tirne.
7 
The object of study for these two approaches is very different. In ex-
ternal linguistics it is the relation between language and politica
l history 
construed in its broadest sense; in the diachronic study of l
anguage 
it is the relation between units which come to replace each
 other in 
time. Moreover, not only are these two fields to be distin
guished, 
Saussure argues that they cannot lend each other support. F
or in the 
last few pages of the Course, in which he considers "linguistic evide
nce 
in Anthropology and Prehistory, " including such topics as " la
nguages 
and races, " "ethnicity," "linguistic palaentology," and "l
inguistic 
types and group mentality, '' Saussure explicitly warns agai
nst using 
the diachronic method in order to give accounts of the relat
ions bet-
ween language and political history. For example, he discu
sses the 
reconstruction of former languages which have long disappe
ared, this 
being a central concern in diachronic study. Of this he ask
s, 
Can these reconstructions tell us anything about the peoples themse
lves, 
their race, their social structure, their customs, their institutions
, etc.? 
In other words, can the language throw light on questions o
f an-
thropology, ethnography and prehistory? It is generally held that i
t can. 
But in our view that is largely illusory.8 
Again, later, when discussing "linguistic types and group me
ntality," 
he reconsiders the nature of diachronic evidence: 
It is always interesting to determine the grammatical typolo
gy of 
7 Ibid., p. 139. 
I Ibid, p. 221. 
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languages (whether they are historically attested or reconstructed) and to classify them according to the procedures they a.d_opt. for the expres-sion of thought. But from these analyses and classifications no conclu-sions can be drawn with any certainty outside the linguistic domain proper. 9 
The point is that diachronic studies never leave "the linguistic domain proper," by which Saussure means that they never quite manage to 
escape the task of detailing the successive units with which they are 
concerned. The significance of external linguistics, on the other hand, is left untouched by such studies for the two fields are distinct and take different objects for analysis. 
The argument then is that the rejection, or better, the relegation 
of the diachronic viewpoint is not a rejection of history. Rather, what 
appears obliquely in Saussure' s account, though it is hardly developed, is the field of external linguistics which takes as its object of study the 
role of language in history, or more precisely of the relations between language and political history. There is no absolute rejection of history then, but a new positioning of the historical viewpoint in the field of linguistic study. There is even evidence that it is a viewpoint which Saussure might have favoured once the arduous task of clearing the ground for the science of language had been completed.10 The importance of this re-reading of Saussure' s attitude to the study 
of language and history is that it suggests a possible new departure in linguistic study. For if the argument that he did not reject the historical viewpoint but relocated it is accurate, then we can begin work in a field which, though hinted at, has not yet been embarked upon to any great extent. 11 Perhaps the best way of exemplifying the in-terest and importance of such work will be by a necessarily brief case 
study. A study of Swift's Proposal, concerning itself with the relations between language and political history in the eighteenth century, with 
• Ibid., p. 226. 
10 In a now famous letter to Meillet, Saussure claimed "In the last analysis, only the picturesque side of a language still holds my interest, what makes it different from all others insofar as it belongs to a particular people with a particular origin, the almost ethnographic side of language ... The utter ineptness of current terminology, the ~eed for reform, and to show what kind of an object language is in general-these things over and over again spoil whatever pleasure I can take in historical studies, eve~ tho~g~ I have no greater wish than not to have to bother myself with these generallingwshc considerations." Cahiers Ferdinand de Saussure, Vol. XXI (1964), p. 93. 
. 11 A recent collection of work in this field is P. Burke and R. Porter (eds .), The SoCJal History of Language, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987. The introduction to this text offers a useful overview of developments in this area. 
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Particular regard t
o the standardisation of the English Ian ill 
u 
guage, w 
serve the purpose. 
It is important to remind ourselves of some of the m
ain headings 
ment.io~e~, by Saussure as ~alling under the brief of "external 
Jingwstrcs. They are: the national way of life and its
 effect upon ·t 
language, along. with the role of the language in th
e making of t~: 
nation. The relations betwee~ l.anguages and political history, with par-
ticular regard to external political events (such as colonialism) and i
n-
ternal political events (such as the unification of disparate regions
) . 
And finally, the relations between language and insti
tutions; specific 
attention is drawn here to the literary development of a
 language (" in-
separable from political history"), and the conflict between a litera
ry 
language and local dialects . What is of most interest h
ere is that such 
topics are precisely those dealt with by Swift in his Prop
osal for Correc-
ting, Improving and Ascertaining the English Tongue (1712), and it is 
by 
a careful reading of this text that we can gain an insigh
t into the utility 
of an approach which takes an historical perspectiv
e. 
That Swift saw his Proposal as a document of major importance is 
undoubted; it is, for example, the only prose piece w
hich he signed. 
Yet it is not its significance within his own oeuvre wh
ich need detain 
us, for it has claims-and articulates them clearly-to 
a more elevated 
status. The Proposal begins with what on reflection may 
seem to be 
an exaggerated claim: that although not of such imme
diate benefit as 
resolving the National Debt or expanding trade, in the
 future the pro-
ject embodied in the Proposal will be as advantageous and worthy as 
both. It is indeed a remarkable assertion: that a trac
t on the defects 
(and their remedies) of the English language could be as import
ant 
as economic development. However, it is a claim whi
ch, when view-
ed contextually, does merit the status accorded it. F
or Swift's essay 
is not merely an attempt to reform language, but to m
ake the refor~ 
of language the vehicle for social and political change
. When read m 
this way, it becomes clear how the study of language c
an be construed, 
in Saussure's words, as being "in some degree or ot




The concern demonstrated by Swift's pamphlet for rts
 own P?li~cal 
importance is signalled by his use of a significant anal
ogy: the linkmg 
12 For a study of the cultural significance of the standa
rd langua~: ques~on in nine-
teenth and twentieth century Britain, see Tony Crow
ley, The Polzt~cs of DJscours~ ~~~ 
Standard Language Question in British Cultural Debates, London: Macmilla~, 1?8~ (U. ).e ·· 
Standard English and the Politics of Language, Urbana: University of lllmms
 ress · 
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together of the language and the civil and religious constituti 13 F 
k h " h ul on. or just as Swift attac s t ose w o wo d not have us by any 
f . c· il R I' . C means think o preservmg our IV or e Igtous onstitution, becaus 
are engaged in a war abroad,'' likewise he dismisses those who w:~~ 
postpone any reform of the language to a time of peace. Simp! b 
mentioning the two projects in this way Swift appoints enor~ y 
significance to linguistic reform. Moreover, the Proposal is also W:~ 
to the constitution in that its aim is to deliver peace and thus the fact 
that it is written in a time of war enhances rather than diminishes its 
importance. The Proposal then is eirenic and sets out to find ways of 
avoiding the language of the Civil War which had beset the English 
seventy years earlier. As with the Acadernie Fran<;:aise (established in 
1635), one of whose aims was "to remedy those disorders which the 
Civil Wars ... have brought into [the language]/' the Proposal sought 
to engender peace by stabilising the language and thus facilitating what 
Swift calls "knowledge and politeness" in the social order.I4 Echo-
ing Locke's attempt to determine language in The Essay Concerning 
Human Understanding (1690), and in particular its aim of finding the 
way to ''knowledge, truth and peace,'' Swift's work intends to reform 
the language in order to create a proper vehicle of communication. 
Once stabilised, the language can then become the medium of social 
conversation, the untroubled area in which opinions, beliefs and ideas 
can be exchanged freely and openly in the bourgeois public sphere 
without the danger of ''enthusiastic jargon'' and sentiment. The pro-
cess of stabilisation, later to be called standardisation, would thus be 
a remedy to that war-like state of language and society in which polite 
conversation, "so useful and innocent a pleasure, so fitted for every 
period, and condition of life, and so much in all men's power," had 
become "so much neglected and abused." 
Language reform for Swift is an attempt to influence the direction 
of historical development. And it is this concern with the relations bet-
ween language and history, in a number of different guises, which 
serves as the link between Swift and Saussure's account of "external 
0 The significance of this analogy, along with an acute discussion of the linguistic and 
political debates of the eighteenth century, can be found in J. Barrell's "The Language 
Properly So-Called," in English Literature in History 1730-80: An Equal Wide Survey, Lon-
don: Hutchinson, 1983. 
" Ann Cline Kelly, Swift and the English Language, Philadelphia: University of Penn-
sylvania Press, 1984, p . 60. 
< 
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linguistics ." One clear similarity in
 their approaches is the common 
recognition of not o~y t~e possibility ~or languag
e to forge history, 
but of the fact that h1stoncal events
 b~mg about change in language 
itself. For example, although not the
 first to do so (like many others 
in the eighteenth century his lingu
istic history is deeply indebted to 
Wallis 's Grammatica Linguae Anglicanae
, 1653), Swift is an important 
figure in the process by which the 
history of the language is traced 
in conjunction with the history of the group tha
t used it. Thus he uses 
an important early part of the essay
 to establish the fact that linguistic 
history can only be explained by r
eference to political history. And 
he does this in order to be able to 
draw lessons from both fields of 
historical knowledge. Regarding th
e decay of Latin, for example, he 
claims that there were many reaso
ns for it: 
As the Change of their Governme
nt into a Tyranny, which ruined the 
Study of Eloquence; there being no
 further Use or Encouragement for 
popular Orators: Their giving not
 only the Freedom of the City, but 
Capacity for Employments, to sev
eral Towns in Gaul, Spain, and Ger-
many, and other distant Parts, as 
far as Asia; which brought a great 
Number of foreign Pretenders into 
Rome: The slavish Disposition of the 
Senate and People ... Not to mention
 those Invasions from the Goths and 
Vandals, which are too obvious to in
sist on.15 
What Swift does here is to use the
 historical vicissitudes of the life 
of a language as a way of reading t
he moral and political fortunes of 
its speakers . Or in other words he
 uses the language as a means to 
facilitate the reading of history. Th
is is significant in that it allows a 
number of evaluations to take plac
e under the guise of a critique of 
language. For not only is the langu
age to be evaluated-richness and 
eloquence set against corruption an
d decay-it is also the case that both 
the nation and history itself are to 
be understood from this perspec-
tive. Thus, when Swift turns his a
ttention to the English language, 
his reading of its history becomes a
utomatically a constructi?n of the 
history of the English nation and pe
ople. In fact his account IS an ear-
ly example of Tory literary histor
y in which the high points of th.e 
language correspond perfectly to t
he highpoints of the literary tradi-
tion and thus, by corollary, to the m
ajor political achievements of the 
English nation itself. It is worth q
uoting at length: 
" Swift, " Proposal for Correcting
, Improving and Ascertaining the E
nglish Ton'fe" 
in H. Davis (ed .) The Prose Works of jonathan Sw
ift, Oxford: Blackwell, 1
957
, P· · 
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The Period wherein the English tongue received most Improvement 1 take to commence with the Beg~nin? of Queen Elizabeth's reign, ~d to conclude with the great Rebellion m Forty-two. It is true, there was 
a very ill Taste both of Style and Wit, which prevailed under King ]ames the First; but that seems to have been corrected in the first Years of his Successor; who among many other Qualifications of an excellent Prince 
was a great Patron of learning. From that Great Rebellion to this pre~ 
sent Time, I am apt to doubt whether the Corruptions in our Language have not, at least, equalled the Refinements of it; and these Corrup-tions very few of our best Autheors in our Age have wholly escaped. During the usurpation, such an Infusion of Enthusiastick jargon prevailed in every writing, as was not shaken off in many years after. To this suc-
ceeded that Licentiousness which entered with the Restoration; and from infecting our Religion and Morals, fell to corrupt our Language.16 
A perfect match is achieved: as the political state of the nation declines (signalled in this account by regicide and the English Revolution), likewise the language suffers corruption and decay. At one level this 
can be taken as a fairly crude attempt to intervene in history as it rapidly becomes an account of the golden age, "the period wherein the English 
tongue received most improvement" and in which those political and 
moral standards were set up from which we have been falling ever 
since . At another level, however, and ignoring for a moment the 
specifics of this reading, this is a more sophisticated attempt to in-
tervene historically since it sets up an ideological framework, at a fair-ly abstract level, whose effect has continued to be felt. For at this other level what Swift's Proposal does is to set up a powerful and enduring 
web of forces which have been so crucial to the English historical ex-perience. Put simply, what the essay does is to articulate what Joyce 
was later to call the "triple net" of language, nationality and religion. The ideological significance of this triple net in the English national 
consciousness cannot be underestimated. 
A distinct way in which Swift treats significant worries about language and history in the period appears in the Proposal's long treat-
ment of the dangers and problems caused by linguistic mutability. This 
was a common complaint at the time and became one of the factors in the campaign for language standardisation. It was a problem for 
writers, many of whom saw the fact that the language changes historically as a positive threat to their fame and reputation. Edmund Waller, for example, had written in "Of English Verse": 
16 Ibid., pp. 9-10. 
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But who should hope his lines should lon
g 
Last, in a daily changing tongue? 
Poets that lasting Marble seek 
Must write in Latin or in Greek; 
We write in Sand ... 1
7 
247 
Yet the p~oble~ was not ?ne which was restricted to 
literary authors, 
for as Swift pomted out, It was a proble
m which beset all writing and 
therefore, irn~o~tant~y, called into ~uestion the very w
riting of history 
itself. In fact It IS this concern which f
orms the core of the Proposal; 
for the aim is to stabilise the languag
e by standardising it, thereby 
preventing change and ensuring that it 
could be reliably fixed for ever. 
Swift's recommendation of the essay to 
his patron, the Prime Minister, 
makes this point clear: 
Your Lordship must allow, that such a Wo
rk as this, brought to Perfec-
tion, would very much contribute to the G
lory of Her Majesty's Reign, 
which ought to be recorded in Words more 
durable than Brass, and such 
as Posterity may read a thousand Years h
ence, with Pleasure as well 
as Admlration.18 
The intention then is to fix the langua
ge in order that history can be 
recorded faithfully for once and for all 
and thus ensure that Queen 
Anne's reign should be available to r
eaders of history at all future 
points . To stress the significance of the
 point to his patron, Swift adds: 
But at the same Time, I must be so plain a
s to tell your Lordship, that 
if you will not take some Care to settle ou
r Language, and put it into 
a State of Continuance, I cannot promise
 that your Memory shall be 
preserved above an Hundred Years, f
urther than by imperfect 
Tradition.19 
This is the ultimate threat: unless the
 language is settled and fixed, 
not even the historical record of the P
rime Minister's achievements 
can be guaranteed. The clear concern h
ere is that linguistic mutability 
brought about by the passage of time
 will undermine the transmis-
sion of history; the narratives of histor
y, the "memories" of the past, 
will not be under any guarantee of su
ccessful commu~cati.on to the 
future. However, it was not simply Sw
ift's desire to be histonograph:r 
royal which led him to voice this co
ncern about the problematic 
" Rev. G. Gilfillan (ed.) The Poetical Works of Edmund Wa
ller and Sir John Denham, Edin-
burgh, 1857, p. 92. 
" Swift, op. cit, pp. 16-17. 
" Ibid., p. 17. 
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relationship between language and history. Since as an acute p 1.ti. . . o 1 cal activist he was aware of the Importance of ensurmg that langua d 
. gean historiography played a central role m the formation of "tradition, He saw the need to make sure that the values of the present were e~­
cased in a language which would guarantee their successful transmis-
sion. At this level then the essay can be read as an attempt not merely to fix the language for fu~e ~sers, but to try and ensure that par-ticular values, forms of social life, preferences and exclusions, tradi-tions in the most general sense, could also be fixed for the future. As 
such it is another clear example of the way in which language is used to intervene in history in order to bring about specific ends. And in fact all attempts at standardisation of the language, whether that of Swift or the more successful undertakings of the nineteenth century, have at least a dual programme: to bring about change in the social as well as the purely linguistic realms. 20 
It has been argued that Saussure acknowledged the importance of language in history, as opposed to the study of language from a tem-poral, diachronic perspective. And a brief analysis of Swift's Proposal has been given in order to trace some of the different ways in which language and history were perceived as related at a particularly signifi-
cant historical conjuncture. In order to conclude this piece then it will be useful to think on the general relevance of this re-reading of Saussure and the possibilities of a new departure in the study of language.21 For if we are to take seriously Saussure' s claim about the importance of the study of language to everyone, then this will have repercus-sions for our ways of thinking about linguistic study: about its objects, its methods and its aims. 
It is possible to begin by saying that the study of language and its 
relation to history poses a threat to the formal, abstract forms of linguistic study which have dominated the twentieth century. Whether these be in the post-Saussurean or Chomskyan schools (surely the dominant branches in the last seventy five years), it is clear that the decontextualised, ahistorical approach to language must be put into question by a method which does not seek for an abstract structure but looks instead for the uses, and their significance, to which language is put at the micro and macrosociallevels . And this is not just a ques-tion of turning away from langue to parole, or from competence to 
"' See Crowley, The Politics of Discourse, op. cit. 
. 
21 See Burke and Porter (eds.), op . cit. Also, "Language and History: SpeCial Feature," in HistonJ Workshop, 27, 1989, pp. 1- 65 . 
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performance, since that would be to accept the mislea
ding alternatives 
on offer in the established models . The new approach
 would seek and 
analyse precisely neither abstract linguistic structure no
r individual use 
but the institutional, political, and ideological relatio
nships betwee~ 
language and history. It would take as its object, for example, the ways 
in which language has been used to divide some g
roups, to unify 
others, to convince some of their superiority, to mak
e others feel out-
siders . It would look to the role of language in the 
making and un-
making of nations, of forms of social identity, of wa
ys and patterns 
of ideological and cultural beliefs . In short it would co
nsider the modes 
in which language becomes important for its users
 not as a faculty 
which they all share at an abstract level, but as a p
ractice in which 
they all participate in very different ways, to very 
different effects, 
under very different pressures, in their everyday live
s. It would seek 
neither the abstract linguistic structure fixed in a st
atic present, nor 
the evolutionary unfolding of linguistic elements in
 empty time . It 
would take as its focus the complex, changing, often c
ontradictory and 
difficult relations between forms of language and histo
ry. And it would 
attempt to have as its basis the belief that "in the liv
es of individuals 
and societies, language is a factor of greater impo
rtance than any 
other." It might even change the unacceptable state o
f affairs in which 
the study of language is "solely the business 
of a handful of 
specialists. ' ' 
